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This is a list of vegetables and guidelines for preparation and submission for the Fall 2018 Vegetable Judging 

Contest.  If a vegetable is not listed here, use a similar vegetable as the guideline for preparation and 

submission into the contest. 

 

Contest Rules 

 

1. Vegetables entries must be harvested directly from the child’s garden plot.   

2. Entries must be free from diseases, insects, and soil. So, harvest everything that is ready. 

3. Each contestant is allowed to submit only one entry per vegetable category and one with a flower focus. 

4. The maximum number of vegetable category entries per child is four.   

5. Every vegetable entry must be accompanied by a completed entry form (both top and bottom). 

6. Entries must have the exact number of vegetables required for each category submitted 

  

 

Contest Judging Criteria 
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Vegetable Quantity Judging Criteria Preparation 

Beans-Bush or Pole  

Green, Purple, 

Yellow 

5 

Straight, fleshy, tender, smooth, well-filled pods with 

seeds about half mature.  Harvest when approx. 4-6” 

long.  

Remove dirt with soft brush or soft dry cloth. Leave 

stems attached. 

Beets w/tops 3 

Smooth, round, uniform medium to small-sized roots. 2-

2.5” diameter optimum.  Longer beets should be the 

same diameter. 

Leave tops in place.  Remove small side roots, but 

do not cut taproot.  Remove soil by brushing and 

gently wash in cold water. 

Broccoli 1 
Dark, green, crisp heads with tight buds. Mature heads 

are approx. 6-8” diameter.  
Rinse with cool water. 

Cabbage 

Head or Chinese 
1 

Hard, firm, solid heads; that are heavy with size.  Small 

mid-veins.  Bok Choy selections, like Joi Choy, enter 

plant with healthy petioles and leafs in tacked. 

Remove only damaged leaves.  Leave at least two 

layers of outside leaves.  Cut stem square, no more 

than a 1/2” long. 

Carrots w/tops 3 

Uniform root, true to size and shape for variety.  Deep 

orange color, smooth skin.  Mature at 6” length & ¾ -1” 

diameter.  

Leave tops in place.  Remove soil by brushing or 

wash in cold water.  Remove side roots and taproot 

to a ¼” diameter. 

Cauliflower 1 
Firm, white smooth curds at least 4-5” in diameter with 

4-6 leaves to protect curd. 

Trim outer leaves slightly above head.  Brush off 

dirt. 

Cucumbers 1 

Straight, uniform shape and size, typical of variety. Fruit 

crisp, firm, and free of insect or mechanical damage. 1.5-

2” in diameter and 6-8” long. 

Trim stem to 1/2” long attachment.  Wipe with soft 

cloth to clean. 

Eggplant 1 Firm, dark, glossy purple fruit. 
Do not wash.  Wipe with a damp cloth, if 

necessary. 
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Vegetable 

Category 
Quantity Judging Criteria Preparation 

Irish Potato 

(Red or White) 
3-5 

True to variety in size, shape, and color. 

Smooth, unblemished skin with uniform color. 

Dig tubers without bruising or damage.  Lightly 

wash off soil without damaging or removing the 

soft skin.  Dry with soft cloth. 

Kale 
1 bunch of 3 

to 5 leaves 

Clean, fresh, dark, green leaves with bright tender 

petioles.  Harvest when leaves are 5-10” long. 
Bundle with a rubber band. 

Kohlrabi 1 
Uniform color and size, 2-3” diameter gobbles preferred.  

Leaf petioles attached. 

Cut stem 1/2” below the ball.  Trim leaf stems to 

2”. 

Lettuce or cilantro 
1 bunch of 3 

to 5 leaves 

Crisp, tender compact plants.  Harvest when outer leaves 

are 4-6” long. 

Cut entire plant to crown; remove damaged leaves 

and wash. 

Onions –  

Bunching 
3-4 onions 

Dark green leaves.  Long, straight, white shanks. Stems 

approx. the thickness of a pencil.  

Separate onions and remove loose skin.  Cut tops 

4-5 inches above white shank.  Trim roots to 1/2”. 

Pepper 3-5 
Stems should be cut cleanly and level with shoulder of 

fruit.  Size, shape, and color of fruit should be uniform. 

Pick mature but firm fruits.  Keep 1/2” stems.  

Clean with soft cloth. 

Radish- 

Crimson Giant, 

Cherry Belle, other 

2-3 Round, red root, diameter is 1/2 to 1”. Gently wash in cool water and trip tops to 1”. 

Radish- 

Daikon 
1 White, slightly tapered, up to 18-24” long. Gently wash in cool water.  Trim tops to 1”. 
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Vegetable 

Category 
Quantity Judging Criteria Preparation 

Tomatoes w/stems-

(green or red) 

2 large 

fruited, 

3 small 

fruited 

True to variety in size, shape, and color (green or red).  

Smooth skins, firm fruits w/uniform color. 

 

Pick as mature but firm fruits.  Keep 1/2" stems.  

Clean with soft cloth. 

Turnips w/tops 

Purple top or 

Shogoin 

1 
True to variety in size, shape, and color.  2-3” diameter 

preferred size.  Smooth skin and firm flesh. 

Cut tops to 2”, leave 2” of taproot, soak and wash 

in cold water. 

Yellow 

Squash 
1-3 

Straight, uniform shape and size, typical of variety. Fruit 

crisp, firm, and free of insect or mechanical damage. 1 ½ 

to 2 inch in diameter and 5-6 inch long. 

Trim stem to 1/2” long attachment.  To clean, wipe 

with soft cloth. 

Silly Vegetable (any 

variety) 
1 

Misshapen or irregular in size, shape, and/or color.  May 

look like a face, pants, corkscrew, etc. 

Rinse in cool water and clean with a soft cloth.  Cut 

tops to 2”.  Trim off any roots, leave the taproot. 

Herbs 

Sweet Basil, Dill, or 

Chives 

1 A full uniform bunch. 
Clean with no bruising.  Prep at the very end by 

wrapping bottom of bunch with moist paper towel. 

Flower Arrangement 
Assorted 

bunch 
Unusual and beautiful. Keep cuttings hydrated and out of the sun. 


